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ABSTRACT
Software Defined Networking (SDN) aims to provide simplified network design, operation and management using a
decoupled control plane. However, its centralized control and global network knowledge present scalability and reliability
issues, which makes SDN deployment very challenging. In this paper, we propose and evaluate a hybrid switch with partial
delegation of basic bridging and new cooperative mechanisms between controller and switches. This delegation offloads
the SDN controllers while maintaining the capability to install forwarding rules on the switches. In this way, we take
full advantage of hybrid switches in addition to using them as backwards compatible equipment which interoperates with
traditional switches. We validate this proposal by implementing a hybrid OpenFlow switch on an open source software
switch as a proof of concept. Scalability and path setup delay are improved with respect to traditional centralised SDN
solutions, due to the reduction in controller load, and in turn due to the reduced traffic between switches and controller. Our
cooperative mechanisms focus on recovering failures, obtaining the best performance of all approaches on higher loads,
and providing a good trade-off between controller based and traditional distributed approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Software-Defined Networking (SDN) architecture
supports flow-level control with fine granularity and
offers many advantages, such as avoiding switch by
switch configuration, allowing fast deployment of new
protocols without the need to design or deploy new
switching equipment in the production network, as well as
coexistence among production and experimental networks,
and network programmability. Furthermore, its usage
has been extended to high performance networks such
as data center networks (DevoFlow[1], Hedera[2] and
PAST[3]). However, proposals based strictly on SDN
impose significant overheads [1]. The need to have
complete control of all flows creates bottlenecks at the
controller. For instance, these bottlenecks can have an
impact on flow setup times [3]. As a solution, Kandoo [4]
proposes to distribute the load between multiple controllers
to solve the bottlenecks at the controller side. Other
proposals distribute part of the network state among the
switches as in DevoFlow [1], OpenState [5], or Difane
[6]. Another limitation is that the number of flows per
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switch can be very high: hundreds of thousands of entries
at switch tables may be needed for a large network
[7]. These table sizes are impossible to implement in
current TCAMs, which are needed for wildcard prefix
matching. Thus, the use of SRAMs, which do not have
the restrictions of TCAMS, has been proposed to improve
network scalability as in PAST [3]. Alternatively, Tiny
Packet Programs [8] or SmartPacket [9] incorporate state
information in the packets. Thus, ongoing research is going
into reducing the tasks performed on the SDN Control
plane by moving these tasks onto the data plane [10, 11].
In order to improve the SDN architecture, we propose
a cooperative scheme in which the SDN controller(s) and
the switches work together, sharing the flow processing
and management load in traffic forwarding operations
and also during path recovery operations after network
failures. With this scheme, not every flow in the network
(such as broadcast, ARP, DHCP, etc.) requires exclusive
controller intervention, and forwarding performance is
improved by directly switching packets on the network
devices without controller operation whenever possible.
Path recovery is improved by the cooperation of hybrid
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switches with the SDN controller when setting up new
paths after network failures. Our design has similarities
with other approaches like DevoFlow as it keeps flow
handling in the data plane whenever possible, which
prevents the overheads previously mentioned. Thus, the
traffic that must be managed by a controller is greatly
reduced and bottlenecks for the installation of all flows
on OpenFlow tables are avoided. These improvements are
obtained by taking advantage of hybrid switches, which
can perform certain tasks autonomously using traditional
distributed switching protocols on the data plane.
The main contributions of this paper are: first, the proposal of an SDN backwards-compatible switch architecture enabling autonomous forwarding on hybrid switches;
second, the definition of a cooperative flow processing
mode; and third, a software switch implementation of the
proposed design along with an evaluation of the proposed
solution that validates the expected improvements in performance and scalability.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section
2 reviews the related work on SDN and switching.
Section 3 explains the new proposed switch architecture.
Section 4 provides a detailed explanation of the software
switch implementation. Section 5 presents the experiments
conducted to evaluate the proposal and the results
obtained. Section 6 discusses the results and backwards
compatibility issues related to the bridging delegation.
Finally, Section 7 summarizes the conclusions of this
work.

2. RELATED WORK
Despite the success of OpenFlow as the most popular
southbound interface protocol for SDN, basic aspects
of SDN architectures, like distribution of control in the
network, are still subjects of intense discussion. We
analyse the related work, grouping the proposals into three
categories: first, the approaches dealing with the scalability
of SDN; second, those that deal with resilience; and finally,
those proposing partially delegated control.
Regarding scalability of SDN, the decoupling between
control plane and data plane in SDN constitutes
a possible bottleneck for scalability [12]. Moreover,
the additional computational and network resource
consumption may even lead to unrecoverable network
outages [13] and also get a performance penalty [1,
14] as previously mentioned in the introduction. These
performance penalties have been traditionally compared
to more traditional bridging/switching solutions. For
example, the work in [15] compares SPB 8021.aq and
TRILL with OpenFlow NOX Routing for shortest path
bridging and shows the inability of OpenFlow to perform
local and sub-second reaction unless some kind of path
protection is pre-installed. The work in [16] shows the
high control message overhead of OpenFlow networks
and its complexity compared with traditional distributed
2
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protocols such as OSPF and STP. Additionally, the work
in [17] emphasises the complexity needed to assure the
knowledge at controllers of the current active topology and
the recovery mechanism after link failure, which requires
path recomputation and usually long convergence times
with respect to more traditional approaches.
Resilience of SDN to failures and convergence time
after a failure have always been a key concern in
network performance [18]. The work in [19] based on
SDN/OpenFlow shows that leveraging the Link Layer
Discovery Protocol (LLDP) [20] to monitor links and
detect faults does not scale since it overloads the controller.
Thus, it proposes a local mechanism on the switch side.
Work on [21] analyses reactive path restoration and
proactive path protection and shows that recovery time
is unacceptably long in SDN. It proposes to improve
the recovery time based on link redundancy using the
Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) protocol [22]
from IETF.
Regarding delegation of control, several proposals
in the literature deal with bottlenecks in controllers by
decentralizing the SDN control plane and a hardware
and software upgrade both at the switches and at the
controller as in [12]. [23] examines the concept of
global and local knowledge to determine whether an
SDN application should reside in the control or in the
data plane, [24] proposes an API for programming the
generation of packets in SDN switches (it presents the
example of an ARP handler in the data plane). Other
approaches propose to exploit parallel execution on the
controllers [25], the synchronization of network state
among multiple controller instances [26], or a distributed
[27] or hierarchical [4] platform of SDN controllers.
DevoFlow [1] reduces the control plane communication
by handling most microflows (a large number) directly
in the data plane, and only invoking the control plane
(controller) for the setup of larger flows (a small number).
OpenState [5] affirms that some level of control logic
in the switches might be beneficial to offload logically
centralized controllers. However, the traffic between
switches and controllers still remains high in all of them.
Finally, there are other proposals based on more disruptive approaches. Difane [6] distributes the forwarding
rules among different switches and forwards packets to the
appropriate authorised switch to limit the state required at
every switch. NEOD [28] embeds part of the management
plane directly in the network devices, so that unusual
network activities are monitored and captured earlier and
traffic decreases, thus improving the reliability and scalability of the controllers during disaster events. Current
research efforts are focused on moving the load on the
SDN Control plane to the data plane [10, 11] in order to
delegate most of the actions to the infrastructure equipment
and leverage controllers.
Our proposal is also giving back responsibility to the
data plane. However, it goes beyond pure management
functions to include delegation of basic bridging functions
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in order to increase performance and enhance scalability
of the overall network. We achieve this objective by
using hybrid OpenFlow and legacy switches. This idea
is not novel since it has been exploited before by
network manufacturers to allow OpenFlow backwards
compatible network equipment such as Open-FlowHybrid [29] or Brocade hybrid switch and its different
operation modes [30, 31]. These approaches allow the
coexistence of distributed forwarding (legacy protocols)
with controller based forwarding by relying on out-of-band
traffic management. Additionally, our proposal seamlessly
combines both mechanisms, alternatively enabling one of
them at the flow level (OpenFlow or classical distributed
forwarding) and also defines a cooperative mode to
show how hybrid switches may take advantage of the
knowledge from controllers and how both hybrid switches
and controller can work together in a cooperative way, one
of the main contributions of this paper, to improve the
resilience and scalability of networks.

3. HYBRID SWITCH DESIGN
This section explains how the proposed hybrid switch
works internally. First it briefly describes how legacy
OpenFlow switches work and later it presents how
our proposed hybrid switch works, which has certain
similarities with the Brocade approach [30, 31]. We detail
how the flows can be treated differently according to the
proposed hybrid switch approach. Finally, we examine
how a new cooperative processing mode is possible,
which supports cooperation between hybrid switches and
controllers.
3.1. SDN Reference Architecture
Figure 1 illustrates the SDN architecture specified by the
Open Networking Foundation (ONF). This architecture
considers the following layers according to [32, 33, 34]:
(i) The Application Layer contains the specific business
applications to be deployed on the network. It may
include only an abstracted view of the network, as well
as the services provided by the SDN platform and it
communicates with the network infrastructure through the
Controller Layer using the SDN NorthBound Interface
(NBI), which is not standardised. (ii) The Control Layer
is the central and orchestrating point of a capable SDN
network. Its tasks are performed by an SDN controller
which is usually capable of using the requirements of
applications to setup forwarding rules on the network
elements. Controllers are critical components, so their
failure and overload must be avoided [35]. (iii) The
Infrastructure Layer is the composition of all network
nodes. Its main function is forwarding packets and it
communicates with the Control Layer via the SouthBound
Interface (SBI). The most common SBI protocol is the
standardised OpenFlow, but other protocols can be also
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Figure 1. SDN Architecture

used, such as NETCONF [36]. In the rest of the paper
we will suppose the use of OpenFlow for simplicity.
3.2. Autonomous bridging
The SDN architecture promotes full separation of the
control and data planes. Packet forwarding is performed
by the switch according to specific rules computed by
the controller and installed at the switches via the SBI
protocol, i.e. OpenFlow. Instead, we propose to keep the
autonomous bridging capacities on hybrid switches as the
default forwarding mechanism. That is, unless specific
rules were previously installed by the controller, the
forwarding of a packet with no matching OpenFlow rules
is performed by the hybrid switch on its own. With this
proposal, we try to capitalize on the best of both worlds,
using the simple yet efficient forwarding mechanisms of
classical bridges while allowing the desired degree of flow
control from the controller. The controller may install the
necessary rules to trap the desired and important flows to
be handled apart from the rest (e.g. elephant flows in a
data center, mission critical flows or even all of them if
the network administrator so desires), but if no rule applies
to a given packet the switch is left to its own to forward it
according to a classical distributed bridging protocol.
Figure 2 presents a flowchart in which our proposal
is integrated into an OpenFlow 1.3 switch. The upper
part shows the behaviour of a pure OpenFlow switch, but
when no rule matches the received packet it is sent to
the autonomous switch (the lower part of the figure) to
be forwarded instead of being dropped. The autonomous
switch performs two main tasks, the Path Recovery
mechanism, which is triggered due to network failures and
the Distributed Bridging Engine implementing the desired
autonomous learning and forwarding mechanisms. In this
way, we greatly reduce the number of flows to be handled
by the controller, the control plane messages overhead (see
section 6.1) and the amount of state (rules) installed at
the switches. Furthermore, the controller may regain full
control of forwarding at any time by simply installing a
3
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• Cooperative Processing: Assuming that controllers
have knowledge of the operation of the Distributed
Bridging Engine local to switches, they could help
switches with some specific tasks due to their global
knowledge of the underlying network, for instance
to compute restoration paths or to help in recovery
mechanisms. In fact, any distributed process may benefit
from this approach.
The cooperative flow processing mode is the most novel
proposal of this section. In order to properly explain this
mode, we provide a detailed example in section 4 to
illustrate how we can take advantage of this mode and get
benefits from its use.

Figure 2. Frame processing on semi-autonomous OpenFlow
switch

rule to forward any unmatched packet since controller rules
have precedence over the local autonomous switching.
The Distributed Bridging Engine should provide an
efficient use of the underlying network to ease the
controller operation (computing resources for specific
flows). We propose to use ARP-Path [37], a specific
mechanism for layer 2 forwarding that provides shortest
paths and loop prevention, but other protocols could also
be used. We select ARP-Path since it allows to maintain
inexpensive and simple hybrid OpenFlow switches as the
SDN community proposes. Costs would be increased if
more complex and computing demanding solutions (i.e.
SPB or TRILL) were used as Distributed Bridging Engine.
Furthermore, the design using more complex autonomous
switches and a SDN controller will make it difficult to
setup, which is undesirable.
3.3. Flow processing modes
The processing of the flows depends on the rules installed
by the controllers. We distinguish three flow processing
modes according to the degree of control delegated and the
level of cooperation involved among hybrid switches and
controller(s):
• Autonomous Processing: This is the preferred mode for
improving the scalability of controllers. In this mode,
the hybrid switch is in charge of establishing the path for
the flows itself using the Distributed Bridging Engine if
no OpenFlow rule matches. That is, only special flows,
previously identified by the controller by installing a
specific rule, are handled by the controller.
• Controller Processing: In this mode, the path selection
is defined by the controller via OpenFlow rules. Flows
must match these rules in order to be processed
according to their specification. Controllers install a rule
to forward non-matching packets to themselves. This
mode leads to a regular SDN network according to the
specification of OpenFlow 1.3.
4

4. HYBRID SWITCH IMPLEMENTATION
AND PATH RECOVERY
COOPERATIVE PROCESSING
We decided to use an OpenFlow software switch for
quick prototyping of our proposal. Nowadays, there are
different software switches with OpenFlow support: the
reference OpenFlow switch 1.0 implementation [38], Open
vSwitch [39], ofsoftwitch13 from CPqD [40, 41], Indigo
virtual switch [42], DPDK [43] or Linc [44]. All of
them implement the OpenFlow control interface and
delegate all the control to the controller, without any local
switching. We have selected ofsoftwitch13 to implement
our proposal since we consider it the most suitable choice
for easy prototyping, as it is based in Linux user space.
After explaining how our hybrid switch is implemented
using ofsoftwitch13, we define three different recovery
mechanisms which can be used with our proposed hybrid
switch architecture.
4.1. Reference OpenFlow Software Switch 1.3
The ofsoftswitch13 switch from CPqD [40, 41] is
implemented on a Linux-based system running in userspace and provides OpenFlow 1.3 [45] support. It is
designed to support rapid and inexpensive experimentation
on OpenFlow-based networks and easy prototyping of
new features such as this work. It supports the necessary
OpenFlow functions and data structures: Meter Tables
for QoS support, Group Tables for enhanced forwarding
mechanisms and Flow Tables to properly process the
matched flows [38]. It also supports both physical and/or
virtual ports. Finally, it translates OpenFlow data packets
to an internal format Oflib and it uses the NetBee Link
library to decode the incoming packets from the network
interfaces.
4.2. Distributed Bridging Engine: ARP-Path
Based on our experience of layer 2 routing path exploration
protocols, we have chosen ARP-Path [37] from The AllPath family as the Distributed Bridging Engine. ARP-Path
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Figure 3. Distributed Bridging Engine mechanism.

is a lightweight protocol with a built-in loop prevention
mechanism and native path diversity. It uses a backward
learning mechanism inherited from transparent bridges.
The four basic differences between ARP-Path bridges and
standard transparent bridges are as follows. First, ARPPath bridges flood frames over all network links instead
of over a spanning tree topology (ARP-Path bridges do
not need to block links to prevent loops). Second, the
address learning mechanism at ports is modified so that
once a MAC source address is learnt, this address cannot
be associated with a different port for a very short lock
time. Third, source address locking and learning occur
only with broadcast frames (like the standard ARP Request
packet), not with unicast frames (with the exception of
ARP Reply packets). Fourth, frames with an unknown
unicast destination address trigger the ARP-Path path
recovery mechanism instead of the usual flooding of
unknown frames of standard transparent bridges. Figure 3
shows a flowchart illustrating the basic path establishment
mechanism. A detailed explanation of how paths are
established can be found on [37] and [46].
4.3. Software Switch extension
We have extended the ofsoftswitch13 reference implementation to incorporate the ARP-Path protocol behaviour.
More specifically, we have included three new data structures:
• Hello packets: ARP-Path capable switches periodically
send Hello packets each three seconds to identify
neighbour ARP-Path switches (when a Hello is
received). Also, if a Hello packet is not received on a
given port it is marked as unused or used by regular
hosts.
• Neighbour Table (NT): Neighbour ARP-Path switches
discovered by the Hello mechanism are stored in this
table including the incoming port.
• Learning and Blocking Table (LT): This table stores
the MAC address to output port association with the
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4.4. Path Recovery Mechanisms
We select the recovery mechanisms to illustrate the
benefits and feasibility of cooperative mechanisms with
controller and hybrid switches since they are an important
mechanism, related to the basic functionality of packet
forwarding and the operation performance on data
networks. There are several proposals in relation to the
selected Distributed Bridging Engine based on ARPPath for path recovery in case of link or switch failure
[47, 46, 37]. We propose to study three different
recovery mechanisms by using our hybrid switches
called: Distributed Path Recovery, Controller Based Path
Recovery and Controller Assisted (Cooperative) Path
Recovery. The last proposal shows the full advantages
obtained by controller and hybrids switches cooperating
together.
4.4.1. Distributed Path Recovery
The Distributed Path Recovery is performed by the
hybrid switches alone. This mechanism is illustrated in
Figure 4 where hosts s and d communicate via s1-s3-s5
(shortest path) until the link s1-s3 goes down. When a
failure occurs (see Figure 4.a), a Path Recovery Request
packet is flooded from the switch (s1) that does not have a
matching entry at learning table due to the network failure.
This operation is shown on Figure 4.b and its purpose is
to reach the destination switch in order to trigger the path
repair from the destination. Once the destination switch
is reached, a Path Recovery Reply packet is flooded from
the destination edge bridge and it reaches every hybrid
switch in the network creating a kind of sink tree rooted
at destination edge switch (and eventually, arriving to s1).
Therefore, every hybrid switch in the network receiving the
packet gets a viable path to reach the destination host (see
Figure 4.d). The destination MAC address is only learned
from the first port getting the Path Recovery Reply packet.
Later flooded packets are discarded according to the same
locking mechanism used in ARP-Path.
4.4.2. Controller Based Path Recovery
The Controller Based Path Recovery uses the standard
approach in SDN networks to deal with network failures.
When a network failure occurs the controller computes an
alternative path and sets up the necessary rules on switches
to forward the packets according to the new computed
path. This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 5 where hosts
5
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Figure 5. Controller Based Path Recovery.

s and d communicate via s1-s3-s5 (shortest path) until the
link s1-s3 goes down.

switches and controller(s). Hybrid switches proactively
notify the controller(s) of their attached hosts, since
controllers need this information to recompute the paths
on a Path Recovery Request. This approach also shows
the coexistence of local and OpenFlow rules in hybrid
switches and how the SDN architecture can be used, if
desired, to handle only selected flows (e.g. flows affected
by failures) instead of dealing with all existing network
flows.

Path Recovery controller-side functions: We have
implemented an SDN application using the Ryu SDN
framework [48]. The Controller Based Path Recovery
supports the following functions:
– Host Table (HT) maintenance: HT contains the hosts
directly connected to every switch. The controller
updates this table when it receives a packet from an edge
switch containing the MAC address and port of a host
connected to it.
– Path Recovery Computation: If the controller receives
a PacketIn from a switch with a Path Recovery
Request for a given destination (see Figure 5.a), it
gets the source and destination MAC addresses from
the received Request and computes an alternative path
according to the new topology obtained from LLDP.
We have implemented an Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP)
algorithm based on shortest paths (Dijkstra) to obtain
the desired new path. Once the new path is computed,
the controller installs the necessary OpenFlow rules on
hybrid switches to setup the desired path (see Figure
5.b). Additionally, a PacketOut is used to send the
original unmatched packet due to the network failure.
Path Recovery switch-side functions: In addition to the
controller functions, switches also perform some new tasks
to complete the Path Recovery.
– Attached Host notification: The hybrid switch informs
the controller of the MAC address and port where a host
is attached so that the controller keeps an updated HT.
– Path Recovery Request: If a unicast frame is received
by a switch with no matching entry in its LT Table,
it forwards the packet to the controller (PacketIn) (see
Figure 5.a) to send a Path Recovery Request.
Finally, frames are sent using the newly acquired path
from the controller computation (Figure 5.c).
Although the path restoration resides exclusively in
the controller, there is some cooperation between hybrid
6

4.4.3. Controller Assisted Path Recovery
With this Path Recovery mechanism, we have devised
and implemented an alternative cooperative mechanism
to the previous Controller Based Path Recovery. Hybrid
switches and controllers work together to setup a new
alternative path under failure conditions. With this Path
Recovery mechanism, controllers assist hybrid switches
with the recovery procedure, but the autonomous operation
of hybrid switches is used to establish the new paths. This
mechanism is illustrated in Figure 6 where again hosts s
and d communicate via s1-s3-s5 (shortest path) until the
link s1-s3 goes down.
Path Recovery controller-side functions: We have
implemented an SDN application using the Ryu SDN
framework [48]. The Controller Assisted Path Recovery
supports the following functions:
– Host Table (HT) maintenance: HT contains the hosts
directly connected to every switch. The controller
updates this table when it receives a packet from an edge
switch containing the MAC address and port of a host
connected to it.
– Path Recovery Reply generation: If the controller
receives a PacketIn from a switch requiring a Path
Recovery for a given destination (see Figure 6.a), it gets
the MAC destination address from the packet and sends
a PacketOut encapsulating the Path Recovery Reply
packet to the destination edge switch (obtained from the
HT), to trigger the recovery (see Figure 6.b).
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Path Recovery switch-side functions: In addition to the
controller functions, switches must also perform some new
tasks to complete the desired Path Recovery.

– Attached Host notification: The hybrid switch informs
the controller of the MAC address and port where a host
is attached so that the controller keeps an updated HT.
– Path Recovery Request: If a unicast frame is received
by a switch with no matching entry in its LT Table,
it forwards the packet to the controller (PacketIn) (see
Figure 6.a) to send a Path Recovery Request.
– Path Recovery Reply flooding: After receiving the
PacketOut with an encapsulated Path Recovery Reply
packet, an edge switch floods the multicast Path
Recovery Reply packet (see Figure 6.c). The Path
Recovery Reply packet is flooded from the destination
edge bridge in the same way as it is done on the
Distributed Path Recovery. Thus, the Path Recovery
Reply packet reaches every hybrid switch in the network
creating a kind of sink tree rooted at destination edge
switch (and eventually, arriving to s1). Therefore, every
hybrid switch in the network receiving the packet gets a
viable path to reach the destination host.

Finally, frames are sent using the newly acquired path
from the Path Recovery Reply packet flooding (Figure
6.d).
This cooperative recovery process avoids unnecessary
computation on the controller for establishing an alternative path based on the traditional SDN centralized
approach. It also avoids any unnecessary broadcast explorations like the Distributed Path Recovery mechanism to
locate the destination edge switch, and leverages the information stored by the controller since path computation
is unnecessary with this approach. Therefore, this last
proposal makes an effective trade-off among performance,
computation cost and bandwidth consumption.
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5. EVALUATION
We evaluated our hybrid switch proposal in different
scenarios to analyze the amount of controller messages
needed, CPU load, network throughput, delay, and
path diversity achieved. We also verified the seamless
compatibility of the proposed autonomous bridging with
other SDN applications such as firewalls and the Controller
Assisted Path Recovery mechanism previously explained
in section 4.4. This evaluation is a very important work,
since to the best of our knowledge, it is the first detailed
work on measuring the performance of hybrid switches.
Furthermore, we focus on the proposed Controller Assisted
Path Recovery mechanism since it fully exploits the
cooperation among hybrid switches and controller(s).
5.1. Testbed
We emulated several network scenarios with Mininet
[49] on an Ubuntu 14.04.3 Linux machine with an i72600 3.40GHz CPU, 24GB RAM and SSD disk. A VL2
topology, as shown in Figure 7,was used for most of the
experiments. Due to the performance limitations of the
ofsoftswitch13 used for the implementation, interswitch
link speeds are limited to 100 Mbps and host-switch link
speed are limited to 10 Mbps. Switches are connected
through an out-of-band control network to the Ryu
controller. We designed the experiments to run at full
CPU capacity in order to maximize the available switching
capacity. The testbed supports up to 120-140 Mbps of
overall throughput before saturation. Experiments were
repeated at least ten times, computing the 95% confidence
level until obtaining confidence intervals smaller than
10%, which validates the averaged obtained results.
5.2. Controller Offloading
First, we evaluated the load reduction obtained at the
controller by delegation of bridging. On the VL2 topology
depicted in Figure 7, several UDP flows were set as follows
using IPerf [50]: host h1 sends traffic to every other host,
host h2 sends to every other host but h1, host h3 sends to
every other host but h1 and h2 and so on, for a total of
n*(n-1)/2=8*15=120 flows. The flows were instantiated
in order, starting from host h1 to h16 with a short time
7
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Figure 8. Cumulative controller-switch packets exchanged

Figure 9. Ryu controller CPU load

period between each flow since we are only interested in
the path setup overhead (messages to/from controller) and
CPU load. OpenFlow rules are not pre-installed, thus tables
at switches are empty at the beginning of every run.
Figure 8 shows the total accumulated number of
packets processed by the controller across time. For nonautonomous bridging (standard OpenFlow) we can see
a peak when network starts operation: the number of
packets is high because the controller must discover the
network topology and configure all the switches. We
see how autonomous bridging exchanges a number of
packets one order of magnitude lower, even during network
initialization.
Figure 9 compares CPU load at the controller
for the same experiment. Again, autonomous bridging
clearly outperforms the centralized OpenFlow approach
showing negligible use of the CPU even during network
initialization. This improvement is because flows are
established autonomously by the switches and the
controller does not need to perform any calculation to
establish new paths.
5.3. Path Setup Delay
We designed this experiment to compare the path setup
times obtained using autonomous bridging and different
optimal shortest path schemes (disjoint versus congruent
paths, with or without pre-installed rules).
8
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Figure 10. Average flow setup time

We set up 12 UDP flows on the topology of Figure 7,
running from h1 to h5, h9 and h13, from h6 to h2, h10 and
h14, from h11 to h3, h8 and h15 and from h16 to h4, h8
and h12. Hence, there are two flows between every pair
of ToR switches (one in each direction) and every host is
involved in one flow. Flows start in sequence and run at 3
Mbps each until the end of the experiment.
Figure 10 illustrates the average flow path setup time
obtained after twenty runs for every routing scheme. Flows
are separated into two groups according to the number
of hops needed to reach from source ToR switch to
destination, either 3 or 5 hops. We see how autonomous
bridging performs better on average compared to all the
controller-based approaches, irrespective of whether the
rules are pre-installed (pIR) or not (non-pIR), and whether
the paths selected are congruent (Co, paths coincide in
both directions) or not (Dj, disjoint). Among the controllerbased approaches, pre-installation of rules reduces path
setup delays, as expected. Routing via congruent paths
always exhibits greater delays because it needs more rules
to be installed than for non-congruent paths. It is worth
noting that path setup for autonomous bridging (ARPPath) is faster than routing with pre-installed rules. This
is because the standard ARP packets are used (besides
their standard address resolution function) to establish
the paths (with negligible additional delay), and because
processing time at the Distributed Bridging Engine is
smaller (comparisons are simpler) than processing all
necessary OpenFlow pre-installed rules.
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the CDFs of path setup
delay for the above mentioned tests. Autonomous bridging
outperforms all controller based approaches, even with
pre-installed rules. It is worth noting that pre-installed rules
exhibit lower variance in path setup delays. When rules are
not pre-installed when using controller based approaches,
the path setup delay depends not only on the transmission
time between switches and controllers, but also depends
on the processing time at the controller. This dependency
increases setup times and makes it quite unpredictable,
producing a high variance. Autonomous bridging removes
unpredictable delays in path setup for new flows when
controller intervention is not strictly needed.
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(a) Non pre-installed rules

(b) Pre-installed rules

Figure 11. Delay setup time
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Figure 12. 3x3 mesh and n-ring topologies

Table I. Example of multipath diversity

5.4. Path Diversity
We study now how the ARP-Path based Distributed
Bridging Engine exploits the intrinsic path diversity of
certain topologies like VL2 to distribute the load. We
use the same experiment setup as in the previous section.
Table I presents the paths obtained in 5 repetitions of
the experiment. We choose to depict only 6 representative
flows to reduce table size. We see how the paths taken by
the flows may vary or not, between consecutive repetitions,
depending on which is the fastest one in each iteration.
For example, the flow from h6 to h14 follows the same
path (t2-a2-c1-a3-t4) in repetitions 4 and 5, which is
different from the paths selected on repetitions 1, 2 and
3. This is because ARP-Path finds the minimum latency
path at the moment of flow start and network conditions
vary between repetitions. This produces a beneficial load
balancing effect already known in this protocol [37].
5.5. Hybrid Switch Performance
Due to the computing limitation of our testbed, we use the
topology shown in Figure 12.(a) to run the performance
tests. It consists of a 3x3 square mesh of switches
Trans. Emerging Tel. Tech. 201X; 00:1–14 c 201X John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 13. Overall throughput

connected by 10 Mbps links, with a single host attached
to every switch but the central one (s5). Host h1 is attached
to s1 via a 100 Mbps link so that possible bottlenecks are
restricted to interswitch links.
In the experiment, hosts h2 to h9 start a single UDP flow
(of equal rate) each, to host h1 (a total of 8 flows arriving to
h1). Then, we measured the amount of traffic received at h1
from every source under three different routing schemes:
autonomous bridging; shortest path (ShP) with optimal
paths precomputed and installed at the switches by a Ryu
controller; and a suboptimal spanning tree (STP) (i.e. when
the spanning tree does not coincide with the used paths,
then paths are not shortest paths) also precomputed and
9
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installed by the controller. We repeated the experiment
increasing the flow rate (starting from 0.5 Mbps) in steps
of 100 Kbps to test network throughput.
Figure 13 shows the traffic received by host h1 versus
the traffic offered from each source. As expected, STP is
the first scheme to reach saturation because it does not
use all available links. In contrast, autonomous bridging
achieves similar marks to ShP (since both route though
shortest paths) and outperforms STP by a factor of 2
in terms of throughput. The advantage of autonomous
bridging is that, in contrast to ShP, the controller does not
need to take part in the path setup since paths are obtained
on the fly by the switches when they are needed.
5.6. SDN/OpenFlow backward compatibility and
Flow processing modes
We also performed some tests to verify compatibility of
autonomous bridging with OpenFlow forwarding, more
precisely the coexistence of the different flow processing
modes (autonomous, controller-based and cooperative)
explained in section 3.3.
5.6.1. Controller-based Path Selection
Controller based forwarding uses only OpenFlow rules.
These rules can be pre-installed or not; if not, the path is
set up on the fly by the controller. Path set-up delays for
this approach were shown in section 5.3.
5.6.2. Distributed Bridging coexisting with
Controller Based Packet Filtering
We set up paths via OpenFlow to configure a firewall
application and combine it with autonomous bridging for
the remaining flows. We used the topology shown in Figure
12.(a). The controller first introduces all necessary rules
to filter the traffic on the network via PacketIn packets.
These rules work as follows: host h1 can neither send nor
receive IP packets to/from h3. Host h2 can neither send
nor receive IP packets to/from h4. The switches populate
their OpenFlow tables according to the instructions from
the controller. When a packet that does not match any rule
arrives, according to OpenFlow 1.3 it should be discarded.
However, autonomous bridging is active and can perform
autonomous flow processing and forward it according to
the ARP-Path protocol. We establish two UDP flows, one
between h1 and h2 and the other between h4 and h2, and
observe how the flow between h1 and h2 is exchanged
normally but only the ARP packets (request & reply)
between h4 and h2 are forwarded because UDP traffic is
filtered as specified by the rules installed on the switches.
In this manner we verify the compatibility of autonomous
bridging with a controller-based firewall-like application.
However, some other services, such as an active QoS
service requiring the modification or elimination of preexisting flows setup locally by the autonomous bridging
operation will not be feasible because the controller does
not know about these flows. This seems to be an interesting
additional feature in order to provide full visibility of state
10
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to the controller. Of course, it is up to the controller to gain
full control if needed by simply installing a forward-me-all
rule as with OpenFlow 1.3.

5.6.3. Path Recovery Performance
Finally, we evaluate the different Recovery mechanisms
previously proposed on section 4.4. We use a 7-ring
topology as shown in Figure 12.(b). This selected topology
represents a worst-case scenario: a failure between two
adjacent switches forces reconfiguration at all other
switches on the ring. UDP traffic is set from host h1 to
h2 and, once the path is established between the two hosts,
the link between the switches is removed to simulate a link
failure. When the failure is detected by the switch, each one
of the proposed Recovery mechanisms is evaluated. Each
one of the 7 switches in the ring topology uses 100 Mbps
links in order to compare our results with those shown in
[21]. Different traffic speeds between the broken links are
evaluated from 10 Mbps to 80 Mbps. These speeds are set
up with a multiflow group of 1 Mbps independent flows.
Furthermore, we also established background traffic of 50
Mbps along the recovery path in the same direction as
the established flows. The Recovery time was measured
as the worst recovery time of all flows that needed to be
recovered from the broken link. The results are shown in
Figure 14(a).
Additionally, we can see on Figure 14(a) how the
controller based recovery offers the worst performance
for all traffic speeds. This is expected, because as the
number of flows increases, the controller needs to perform
the necessary computations per flow, and recovering all
flows requires proportionally more time. In contrast, it
can be observed how the Controller assisted Recovery
and the Distributed Recovery always perform better than
the Controller Based recovery. Only at the highest level
of throughput do these two recovery mechanisms show
a significant increase in the Recovery time, while still
beating the Controller based Recovery in every case. This
is because the cooperative recovery packets used by hybrid
switches and regular data traffic experience queueing
times, which are only relevant under high loads. Finally, it
is important to note how the Controller Assisted Recovery
performs better under high data loads and the Distributed
Recovery performs better under smaller data loads. This
behaviour is due to the processing time at the controller
and the fact that the delay on the control network between
controller and hybrid switches is not negligible. Controller
assisted recovery, is only more effective when data traffic is
high enough, making queuing delays bigger than the delay
on the control network. Nevertheless, the performance of
both methods is quite similar. Thus, we consider Controller
Assisted Recovery to be the best option since it has the
best behaviour under high loads and always requires less
broadcast traffic than Distributed Recovery in every case.
In addition to the previous results, we have also measured
the controller processing time per flow for the Controller
Assisted and Controller Based recoveries. The results in
Trans. Emerging Tel. Tech. 201X; 00:1–14 c 201X John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(a) Recovery Time

(b) Controller Processing Time per flow

Figure 14. Recovery Performance

Figure 14(b) show a difference of about one order of
magnitude between them. The processing time when using
Controller Assisted Recovery is negligible when compared
to the Controller Based Recovery. Furthermore, it is
interesting to note how the processing per flow increases
with the number of existing flows when using Controller
Based Recovery. This effect is due to the fact that during
the processing time of each flow, the Ryu controller must
queue all remaining Path Recovery Requests for their later
processing, which has a non-negligible effect.
Other approaches require a constant exchange of
packets (i.e. BFD based systems [22]) but our proposal
uses the same data stream to check the status of links
without probe packets, which reduces the number of
packets inserted in the links. Our Distributed Recovery
and Controller Assisted Recovery provide competitive
recovery times, even better than alternative methods when
BFD interarrival packet time is greater than 5 ms [21].
Based on the obtained results, we can see the advantages
of using hybrid switches to reduce the load on controllers
and to reduce in certain aspects the dependency on them.
Furthermore, the cooperation between hybrid switches and
controllers can help to increase the performance of certain
network operations such as Recovery procedures.

importance dramatically reduces the processing overhead
at controllers and its required communication bandwidth
(section 5.2). It also shortens the queue size at controller
reception buffers, decreasing response times of all
flows specifically configured, e.g. at OpenFlow tables.
Furthermore, it reduces the number of rules needed
to be installed per switch, which in turn accelerates
the installation of relevant rules in the network. Even
though all necessary rules could be initially pre-installed,
the network initialization time would increase, reducing
its availability and growing complexity with increasing
network sizes. In addition, reconfiguration after a network
failure would require additional controller intervention to
re-accommodate the flows. Thus, reducing the number
of flows managed by the controller improves network
availability and resilience. Moreover, cooperative recovery
consistently maintains a good trade-off between processing
time and broadcast recovery traffic even on high failure
rates since the benefits due to cooperative operation do not
directly depend on the number of recovered failures. On
the contrary, the controller based approach will quickly
degrade with the number of failures as the increasing
load on the controller will produce greater recovery times.
Regarding the distributed approach, every failure recovery
will produce twice as much broadcast messages as the
collaborative recovery.

6. DISCUSSION
This section aims to discuss, based on our experience with
our implementation, several aspects of networks based
on hybrid switches related to performance, network state
and alternative platforms for widely implementing our
proposal.
6.1. Offloading
The use of hybrid switches reduces the load on
controllers and improves network performance, scalability
and resilience. Eliminating the need for the controller
to specify and control all flows irrespective of their
Trans. Emerging Tel. Tech. 201X; 00:1–14 c 201X John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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6.2. Global Knowledge and Cooperative
Processing
The use of our hybrid switch makes the controllers lose
the global network knowledge typical of SDN. They do
not have complete information about paths for all flows
established in the network; although statistics remain
available. An adequate balance between local and global
knowledge is key to achieving scalability in decentralized
SDN architectures because global knowledge is not
needed in many cases [23]. For instance, section 5.6.2
shows how a controller based stateless firewall can
be easily configured without losing its functionality.
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Stateless firewall related rules can be installed and used
as expected on any regular OpenFlow network, while
other applications may need additional (or even global)
information to operate properly. A common use case for
global knowledge is QoS active management of premium
flows. In this case, non premium flows should be rerouted
or discarded when needed in order to accommodate
premium flows to the desired Service Level Agreement.
We see as future work, out of scope of this paper,
an extension of OpenFlow that adds the capability to
receive the generated state (e.g. established flows) from the
Distributed Bridging Engine, to complete the knowledge of
the state at hybrid switches. Also, a mechanism to handle
possible conflicts between SDN applications/services and
our hybrid switches should be devised to facilitate the
integration with existing SDN deployments. Furthermore,
the global knowledge on controllers would help to select
the most appropriate mechanisms, cooperative or not (i.e.
the recovery mechanisms revised in this paper), according
the deployed network, and the requirements of the
offered/implemented services. It would be even possible to
change dynamically how the network operates depending
on its conditions and to improve the provisioning of the
running SDN applications/services. However, standardised
APIs (i.e. [51]) are needed to coordinate controllers,
applications/services and hybrid switches.
6.3. Other platforms for hybrid switches
If used, hybrid switches would be needed both in hardware
and software implementations. Software switches are
used at the network edge for reasons of proximity
to VMs, flexibility and configurability, and hardware
switches at the core to maximize overall performance. The
restrictions (flow installation delay and rate, maximum
number of flows, etc.) are different for pure software
than for hardware switches. Our hybrid switch has been
implemented using the quick prototyping ofsoftswitch13
[40, 41]. For higher performance, either hardware
implementations of the OpenFlow switch would be
needed, or high performance virtual switches like
Open vSwitch. Some interesting possibilities are a
hardware implementation on NetFPGA (extending the
first OpenFlow switch implementation) [52] or using the
promising P4 language [53, 54] for extending its use in
any software/hardware P4 compatible platform.
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(section 3.3). Additionally, the simultaneous existence of
forwarding decisions on the control plane (controllers)
and also on the data plane (switches) makes it possible
to handle flows not only based on either controller
or switch decisions, but also on cooperative actions
involving both controllers and switches if desired. This
new approach opens new possibilities for cooperative
interactions between the controller and the network. A
proof of concept has been implemented on an open source
software switch (section 4) to evaluate empirically the
advantages of this partial configurable decentralisation of
the control plane. ARP-Path was the selected bridging
protocol (see section 4.2) due to its native loop prevention
mechanism, its similar performance to shortest path
algorithms, and due to not requiring specific control
packets except in the case of path recovery mechanisms
(section 5.5). Delegation of bridging functions not only
implies the offloading of rules managed by controllers, it
also improves path setup delay (section 5.3) due to the
reduction of load on the controller, since the processing
and queueing times related to controller communication
decrease. Finally, the advantages of cooperative flow
processing have been demonstrated, which can be used
with the proposed hybrid switch. The Controller Assisted
Recovery has demonstrated in section 5.6.3 its best
performance under higher loads, and obtains a good
trade-off between controller processing time and in-band
broadcast traffic. Furthermore, under small loads, its
performance is very close to the best results from other
recovery strategies. Thus, we think that this proposal opens
a new avenue for improving current SDN architectures and
highlights how open issues still remain in this area based
on switches and controllers cooperation (section 6.2).
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